September 23rd  
Las Marthas (USA, 2013)  
6:30 - 8:30 pm @ ten Hoor, room 125  
One of the largest celebrations of George Washington's birthday takes place in the border town of Laredo, Texas. The most preeminent event of the month-long celebration is the invitation-only Colonial Ball hosted by the elite Society of Martha Washington. Society daughters, most of them Mexican American, are invited to debut in elaborate Colonial gowns representing iconic figures from America's revolutionary history to reenact a ball thrown by America's First Lady.

October 14th  
Suite Habana (Cuba, 2003)  
6:30 - 8:30 pm @ ten Hoor, room 125  
Dawn breaks in La Habana, and as the day advances we follow the simple lives of ten ordinary Cubans, with only sounds and images accompanied by music.

November 11th  
El secreto de sus ojos (Argentina, 2009)  
6:30 - 8:30 pm @ ten Hoor, room 125  
A retired legal counselor writes a novel hoping to find closure for one of his past unresolved homicide cases and for his unreciprocated love with his superior - both of which still haunt him decades later. Set against the turbulent years of the beginning of the Dirty War in Argentina, the movie explores memory, and how the future and the past are alive in the present.